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Abstract— The scope of this paper is to present the initial 

steps in implementation of smart traffic light signal that 

provides a complete solution to manage current traffic 

problems effectively using sensor and microcontrollers. This 

project not only just controls the timer of light signal by 

measuring the density of traffic but also prevents illegal 

jumping of traffic light. Special emergency vehicles like 

ambulance etc. are given special privilage to make their 

movement smoother in traffic. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic congestion is one of the biggest problem the world is 

facing today Traffic controlling & monitoring has become a 

difficult task. With the ever increasing vehicles on the road 

and the number of road users, the resources provided by 

current infrastructure lead to ever increasing travelling times 

and traffic jams. Hence, an intelligent control of traffic is an 

important issue to be considered to avoid such difficulties. 

Hence, I propose a smart traffic signal controller. The 

proposed system tries to minimize the possibilities of traffic 

jams, caused by the traffic lights, to some extent by clearing 

the road with higher density of vehicles and also provides 

the clearance for the emergency vehicle if any. This 

controller also prevents illegal jumping of traffic light by 

any vehicle. Three major problems are dealt with different 

solutions as discuss below. 

A. Problem 1:  High and Low Traffic Density 

Normally we see in the morning one-side traffic remains 

very heavy (office going traffic) and other side it remains 

low or less traffic and in the evening opposite side traffic 

remains heavy. 

1) Solution 1:  

We can fix sensor or load cell nearby all four corner of 

traffic light. This sensor send traffic density input to 

controlling unit, according to these input traffic pole timer 

works. 

B. Problem 2: Traffic Light Jump 

We all very well aware from this problem, when people 

jump red lights, traffic jams take place. We have the 

solution of it. 

1) Solution 2: Inferred automated vehicle ignition system.  

This unit will be attracting with vehicle engine as wave 

receiver mode and the transmitter unit control by traffic 

pole. When traffic light is in red condition pole transmit 

infrared wave on only on the set line,  

These vehicle receive wave control unit 

automatically switch off to the engine. 

C. Problem 3: 

Solution-2 can be creating problem to VIP vehicle like 

police, fire and ambulance vehicle. 

1) Solution 3:  

In this case when these vehicles stuck in traffic block line, 

we plane to fix IR transmitter only these vehicles. These 

vehicle transmit IR waves to traffic pole and pole has extra 

IR receiver sensor, when this sensor get these wave it 

convert traffic light to the green signal and other in to red. 

II. PROJECT WORKS 

A. From Solution 1:  

We can fix sensor or load cell nearby all four corner of 

traffic light. This sensor send traffic density input to 

controlling unit, according to these input traffic pole timer 

works. 

1) Circuit Working: 

If we are standing on first traffic light, we will get 20 sec. 

To cross the light; if we get heavy traffic on that track we 

will get extension of 5 sec. till 90 second to cross maximum 

traffic on the same route, after that pole light move on to 2nd, 

3rd and 4th signal for 20 second, if any one pole get traffic 

density pulse system work same as it work for 1st pole. 

On the other side 3 signals light will remain red as 

usually going on, but we are introducing some special 

featuring it e.g.  

2) IR Automated Vehicle Ignition Off Circuit 
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Fig. 1: IR Automated Vehicle Ignition Off Circuit 

Pole (A) traffic light is green and other three poles 

are red and they are transmitting IR wave from the IR led. 

IR automated vehicle ignition off circuit works nearby 3-5 

inch area straight and it off the ignition supply of the vehicle 

for stop. 

B. From Solution 2: 

This unit will be attracting with vehicle engine as wave 

receiver mode and the transmitter unit control by traffic 

pole. When traffic light is in red condition pole transmit 

inferred wave on only on the set line, these vehicle receive 

wave control unit automatically switch off to the engine. 

C. From Solution 3: 

In this case when these vehicles stuck in traffic block line, 

we plane to fix IR transmitter only these vehicles. These 

vehicle transmit IR waves to traffic pole and pole has extra 

IR receiver sensor, when this sensor get these wave it 

convert traffic light to the green signal and other in to red. 

 
Fig. 2: IR Transmitter 

III. CIRCUITS & ITS WORKING 

We are using Atmel 8051 controller (AT89S52) in our 

project. We are using p0.0 to p0.6 as seven segment display 

driver and p2.0 to p2.7 for seven segment display pole for 

traffic pole and we are using port p1.0 to p1.7, p3.0 to p3.7 

for traffic light and density sensor. 

A. In Side Working of Microcontroller 

 
Fig. 3: In Side Working of Microcontroller 

B. Circuit 

 
Fig. 4: Circuit 

C. RF Joystick Control Car 

 
Fig. 5: RF joystick control car 

This is a simple joystick control car. We fix IR receiver 

circuit in it, when car get IR transmitter wave (from red light 

pole) it stop forward movement. 

D. IR Receiver Circuit using in Our Joystick Control Car  

 
Fig. 6: IR receiver circuit using in our joystick control car 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This method will help in reducing traffic congestion on 

roads by making movement of traffic smoother also it 

prevents illegal jumping of traffic lights and also provide 

clearance to VIP vehicles like ambulance and fire trucks. 

Another benefit is that due to shutting down of vehicular 

engines when signal is red, it saves fuel and also reduces 

pollution from the environment. 
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